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albany movement new georgia encyclopedia - the albany movement began in fall 1961 and ended in summer 1962 it
was the first mass movement in the modern civil rights era to have as its goal the desegregation of an entire community and
it resulted in the jailing of more than 1 000 african americans in albany and surrounding rural counties martin luther king jr
was drawn into the movement in december 1961 when hundreds of black, paleoindian period overview new georgia
encyclopedia - during this interval massive extinctions of such animals as elephants horses camels and other megafauna
took place and plant communities shifted location and composition in dramatic fashion in north georgia a spruce pine boreal
forest was replaced by northern hardwoods oak hickory beech birch and elm which in turn gave way to modern plant
communities, mastaba archaeology britannica com - mastaba mastaba arabic bench rectangular superstructure of
ancient egyptian tombs built of mud brick or later stone with sloping walls and a flat roof a deep shaft descended to the
underground burial chamber the term mastaba was first used archaeologically in the 19th century by workmen on, mobile
tensaw delta encyclopedia of alabama - mobile tensaw delta directly north of alabama s mobile bay within a broad river
valley that leads northward to the confluence of the tombigbee and alabama rivers lies a vast region of wetlands known by
various names including the mobile tensaw delta the mobile delta or simply the delta this region is home to some of the
most diverse wildlife in alabama and indeed in the entire united, literary theory internet encyclopedia of philosophy literary theory literary theory is the body of ideas and methods we use in the practical reading of literature by literary theory
we refer not to the meaning of a work of literature but to the theories that reveal what literature can mean, han dynasty
ancient history encyclopedia - the han dynasty 206 bce 220 ce was one of the longest of china s major dynasties in terms
of power and prestige the han dynasty in the east rivalled its almost contemporary roman empire in the west with only minor
interruptions it lasted a span of over four centuries and was considered a golden age in chinese history especially in arts
politics and technology, norte chico civilization new world encyclopedia - the norte chico civilization also caral or caral
supe civilization was a complex pre columbian society that included as many as 30 major population centers in what is now
the norte chico region of north central coastal peru it is the oldest known civilization in the americas having flourished
between the thirtieth century b c e and the eighteenth century b c e
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